Fertility in women with BRCA mutations: a case-control study.
To investigate whether or not fertility is reduced in women carrying mutations in the BRCA genes (BRCA1 and BRCA2), compared with noncarrier family members. Matched case-control study. Academic. A total of 2,254 BRCA carriers and 764 noncarrier controls who were from the same families as the carriers, but tested negative for the BRCA mutation. None. History of fertility problems (yes/no) and prior use of fertility medications (yes/no) in cases and controls, obtained through administered questionnaire. There was no difference in mean parity between carriers (1.9) and noncarriers (1.9). This study, which is the first epidemiologic study to specifically investigate the effect of carrying a BRCA mutation on parity and fertility, suggests that there is likely little or no effect of the BRCA gene mutation on fertility. To our knowledge previous epidemiologic studies have not investigated the effect of carrying a BRCA mutation on parity or fertility. However, we expect that if fertility differences exist, they would be toward the limits of reproductive life, thus larger studies with age-stratified analyses are needed to definitively answer this question.